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By Monte Carlo simulation on the lattice, we calculate the high-temperature behaviour of the energy density ein SU(2) 
and SU(3) QCD with Wilson fermions. From the leading term of the hopping parameter xpansion, we find that e converges 
very rapidly to the Stefan-Boltzmann limit of an asymptotically free quark-gluon gas. The behaviour in the non-asymp- 
totic region indicates that chiral symmetry restoration occurs at a higher temperature (Tch) than colour deconf'mement 
(Tc), with Tch/T c -~ 1.3. 
With increasing temperature, strongly interacting 
matter is expected to undergo a phase transition from 
a state of confined quarks and gluons to a state in 
which colour screening renders the constituents effec- 
tively free. 
For pure Yang-Mills systems, it was shown by 
Monte Carlo simulation on the lattice that this asymp- 
totically free behaviour is in fact attained rather 
quickly [1-4].  The deconfinement transition was 
found to occur at [1-8] 
Tc = 38-43 AL ~ 0.41 - 0.47 o 1/2 , SU(2), 
(1) 
= 75-83 A L ~ 0.38 - 0.42 o 1/2 , SU(3), 
for colour SU(2) and SU(3), respectively. Here AL 
denotes in each case the lattice scale, which is changed 
into physical units by relating it to the string tension 
[9,10] o = 0.16 GeV 2. At temperatures of less than 
2To, the energy density e for both SU(2) and SU(3) 
systems has already approached the asymptotic 
Stefan-Boltzmarm li it, 
eSB/Z a = ,r2/5, SU(2), 
(2) 
=8n2/15, SU(3), 
to within 10-15%. 
In the present note we want to give first results ob- 
tained in extending these considerations to QCD with 
fermions, both for SU(2) and SU(3) colour groups. 
The Stefan-Boltzmann form in these cases becomes 
esB/T 4 = 1r2/5 + 77r2/15, SU(2), 
(3) 
=81r2/15 + 7n2/10, SU(3), 
where the fhst term corresponds to the gluon and the 
second to the quark-antiquark component, with two 
quark flavours. We want to investigate in the following 
to what extent high-temperature Monte Carlo lattice 
calculations approach these values. 
The QCD lagrangian density for massless quarks of 
one flavour only can be written 
- -  1 a ~zv £(~,A) - - -~F~,F~ + ~-~(i~- gAaXa)a~,  (4) 
F~vv=avAav av,4~ a b c -- _ g f~cAuAv , (5) 
Here/a, v denote tensor and a, 3 spinor indices; a, b, c 
are colour indices, and fgc is the structure function of 
the SU(N) gauge group. The t'mite-temperature eucli- 
dean action becomes 
fl 
S3(~b, A)  = - f d3x f dr £(qJ, A) ,  (6) 
0 
with periodic (antiperiodic) boundary conditions in 
the temperature integration of the boson (fermion) 
fields. The action is a sum 
s~(~, A) = S~(A) + S~(~, A), (7) 
of thepure Yang-Mills part S~ and the quark-gluon 
part S~. Since the thermodynamics of the SU(N) 
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Yang-Mills system is treated in detail elsewhere [2], 
we shall concentrate h re on S~. 
Fermion theories on the lattice lead to species 
doubling [11], unless one is willing to accept chiral 
symmetry breaking [12], non-local derivatives [13] 
or perhaps random lattice structure [14]. We shall 
here use Wilson's form [12], in which chiral symme- 
try is recovered only in the continuum limit. We con- 
sider an asymmetric lattice, with No spatial and Nt3 
temporal sites. Temperature T =/3 -1 and spatial vol- 
ume V are defined as 
3 = N~a~, V = (Noao) 3 , (8) 
with a~ (at) denoting the temporal (spatial) lattice 
spacing; in actual calculations, we shall generally 
choose ~ --ao/ao = 1. 
On this lattice, the action S F of the quark-gluon 
sector is written [12] 
+ fin-O(1 + 70) U~n-O,n~,,] 
3 
- Ko ~ [~n(1 - 7u) Un,n+a~n+~ 
/a=l 
+ ~-,~-;( + v.) ~n] ) b 1 U"~n-.~, n , (9) 
where we have suppressed all but symbolic lattice 
indices n, m. The Kt3 term refers to that part of the 
lattice summation i which the gauge group elements 
Unto are associated with timelike lattice links n, m; 
for Ko, the links are spacelike. On an isotropic lattice, 
K~(g 2, ~=1) = K,,(g 2, ~=1) = K(g 2) is the usual "hop- 
ping" parameter [12,15]. 
For the pure SU(N) Yang-MiUs part, we have [2] 
= ?~r(K~ ~ (1 -N  -1 Re tr UijUi.kUklUli )S G 
+ KG (~Po)(1-N- IRetrUoU/kUkIUI ' ) ) '  (10) 
In terms ofS F and S G, the euclidean form of the 
QCD partition function on the lattice is now given by 
zE= f H dV Fls 
X exp[-SG(U) - sF (u ,  ~, ~)] , (11) 
with the dU integration to be carried out for all links, 
the d~ d~ integrations for all sites of the lattice. 
Since the fermion action S F has the form 
S F = ~-(1 -KM)  ~k, (12) 
Mu(U) = (1 - 7u) Unm6n,m-~ 
+ (1 + 7u) U+mn~n,m+~, (13) 
the integration over the anti-commuting spinor fields 
can be carried out [16] to give an effective boson 
form 
ZE=f~ dUexp[-SG(U)]det(1-K l lO,  (14) 
note that in our case K is "direction dependent": 
3 
KM = K3Mo + Ko ~= M u . (15) 
Note further that because of the antiperiodic bound- 
ary condition required for the fermion fields, in eq. 
(14) 6n,rn±O has to be replaced by --~n,m+_O whenever 
the lattice points are joined by a link which touches 
the end of the lattice in the temperature direction. 
The euclidean energy density eE, which after sub- 
traction of the vacuum contribution gives the physical 
energy density e, is obtained from ZE by 
eE = - V -  1 (0 111 ZE/O[J ) V 
= [~2/(N3N3a4)](a In ZE/O~)ao. 
It also becomes the sum 
e E = eE G+ eE F 
(16) 
(17) 
of a pure gluon part 
where (P#) ({Po}) denotes the summation over 
.G G space-time (space-space) plaquettes, and K# , K o 
the corresponding gluon couplings. 
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= _ [ 2 / (N3 ZE) ] 
x fF l  L dU expt-SG(U)] det Q 
X ((aKG/o~)~o { } (1 -N  -1Ret r  UUUL 0 
+ (8KG/3~)a{r ~ (1 -  N -1 Re tr UUUU)) 
~/'a) / 
(18) 
and a quark-gluon part 
F e E = _ l{2/Uva&3abZE)l 
xfI1 dUexp[-SC(U')] de[ Q 
L 
X ( (~K~/~)ao tr(M 0 Q- 1) 
3 
+(~Ko/~)aou~=l tr(M, Q- l ) ) ,  (19) 
with Q ~- 1 - KM(~. 
The computational problem beyond what is 
encountered in the pure Yang-Mills case lies in the 
evaluation of det Q and of Q-1. We shall here use the 
expansion of these quantities in powers of the fermi- 
onic couplings Kt3 and K~, ("hopping parameter xpan- 
sion" [15]), and retain in both cases only the leading 
term. By calculating an ideal gas of massless fermions 
in the same approximation, we shall then get some 
idea of how valid this procedure may be. 
For det Q the leading term is 
det Q = det(1 - KM) ~ 1 , (20) 
("quenched approximation" [17]), while in the 
expansion 
so that we obtain on an isotropic lattice (~ = 1) 
eFa 4 .~ (~K~/~)~=IKN~ -12N~2(L) , (22) 
with (L) for the expectation value of the thermal Wil- 
son loop, and a for the lattice spacing. In the quenched 
approximation there is still a global Z N symmetry of 
the action, which is spontaneously broken at high 
temperatures [6-8]. Therefore N equivalent, but dif- 
ferent link configurations of the system are possible. 
Only one of them is connected to the physical con- 
tinuum limit, where U -+ 1. The corresponding (L) is 
real and positive. In the case of a non-interacting 
SU(N) system, we have (L) = N. 
To test the convergence of the hopping parameter 
expansion, we compare in table 1 the value of the 
leading term for an ideal gas of massless quarks with 
the exact result [18] for such a system, both calcu- 
lated on lattices of the same size. We see that for low 
Nt3 values, the approximation given by just the leading 
term is quite reasonable. This leads us to hope that 
also for SU(2) and SU(3) QCD we can obtain an indi- 
cative estimate by retaining that term only. 
We now return to eq. (22) for the quark-gluon 
energy density of SU(N) QCD. The fermion coupling 
K(g 2) for massless quarks on a symmetric, isotropic 
lattice (Na = Nt3, ~ = 1) has been evaluated numeri- 
caUy both at large [19] and at small [20] g2. The 
thermal Wilson loop (L} can be calculated by the usual 
finite-temperature Monte Carlo technique [1-8] ; for 
SU(2) we have carried out this calculation on different 
size lattices, whil.e for SU(3) we shall use the results 
from ref. [3]. To evaluate q. (22), we then still need 
We now write 
Kt3 = ~- [~/(3 + ~)] k(~, g2), (23) 
Q--1 = [1 - KM(U)]-I = ~ KIM(U)I, (21) 
l=0 
because of gauge invariance the first contribution to 
tr(Q-1M) arises for the shortest non-vanishing closed 
loop obtained from M(U) ~ U. For Nt~ = 2 and 3, this 
is a thermal loop, i.e. one closed in the temperature 
direction; hence in that case, the first term is l = 
N~ - 1. For N~/> 4, these loops are not the only ones; 
but the non-thermal loops after subtraction of the 
vacuum term lead to negligibly small contributions, 
Table 1 
Ratio R of  the leading term of the hopping parameter expan- 
sion for the energy density of  an ideal gas of  massless fer- 
mions to the exact energy density on an infinite spatial at- 
.tice and several N~3 values. 
N~ R 
2 1.086 
3 0.944 
4 0.764 
5 0.557 
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where k(~, g2) is unity for a gas of non-interacting 
massless fermions [18]. As in the case of the pure 
Yang-MiUs system [21], we here expect k(~, g2) to 
be only very weakly dependent on ~, i fg 2 is suffi- 
ciently small; for g2 _, 0, one has [20] 
k(~, g2) = 1 + f(~) g2.  (24) 
The additional weak ~ dependence arising from 
k(~,g) can in principle be determined as in ref. [21]; 
we shall here neglect it to get 
3 kr 1 g2-~_ 3Kt-~,2-~ (25) (~K~/0~)~=I~ ~ , , -~  ,~ , .  
With the connection betweeng 2,the lattice spacing a
and the lattice scale AL, as given by the renormaliza- 
tion group relation ,1 
aA L = exp [-24zr2/11Ng 2 - ~ ln(11NgZ/48zr2)],(26) 
we can then obtain e F as function of the temperature 
T = t~ -1 = (A~a) -1 .  
Let us now consider this procedure in more detail. 
Comparing the leading term of the hopping parameter 
expansion for e F with that of an ideal gas of massless 
F fermions, eSB, we obtain from eqs. (22) and (25) 
F F e /eSB = [8K(g2)]N~(L)/N, (27) 
where we have used K = 1/8, (L) =N for the ideal gas 
analog of the SU(N) case. 
The fermion coupling K(g 2) is for small g2 approxi- 
mated by [20] 
K(g 2) = ~ { 1 + 0.074[(N 2 - 1)/2N] g2) (28) 
for SU(3), there are Monte Carlo results for large g2 
down tog  2 ~ 1 [19], suggesting that eq. (28) gives for 
massless quarks a lower bound for K(g 2) in that range 
ofg 2. 
We now first tabulate in table 2 the results for the 
SU(2) case, with eq. (28) for K(g2), and our data for 
(L). We note that above T ~ 90 AL, the system 
behaves essentially like an ideal gas, although neither 
K nor (L) have attained their ideal gas values. We 
further note that this is the case for different Nt3 as 
well - the change in (L) is just compensated suffi- 
ciently by the coupling factor to retain asymptoti- 
caUy free behaviour. A continuation to lower values 
Table 2 
Hopping parameter K, thermal Wilson loop (L) and ratio 
eF/e~B~ calculated from eq. (27) as function of the tempera- 
ture [eq. (26)] for SU(2) and various N#. 
N# T/A L 8K (L> eF/e~B 
2 60 1.103 1.113 0.667 
100 1.094 1.251 0.748 
300 1.079 1.419 0.826 
500 1.074 1.465 0.845 
1000 1.068 1.519 0.866 
3 93 1.089 0.987 0.637 
330 1.074 1.182 0.732 
1200 1.063 1.276 0.767 
4330 1.056 1.405 0.826 
4 60 1.091 0.595 0.422 
100 1.084 0.775 0.535 
300 1.072 0.987 0.652 
500 1.068 1.058 0.688 
1000 1.063 1.134 0.723 
of T requires a Monte Carlo evaluation of K(g 2) for 
the SU(2) case, since eq. (28) then breaks down, 
because on a lattice with small N# we need larger val- 
ues ofg  2 for a given temperature. In fig. 1, we show 
the temperature dependence of eF/e~g, combining 
the results from the different lattice sizes. If the tem- 
perature is decreased below 90 AL, there is a det'mite 
fall-off towards confmement; however, for a mean- 
ingful continuation on lattices with Nt~ ~< 4, we need 
a better form of K(g 2) than eq. (28). Such an im- 
proved form could be obtained either numerically, as 
in ref. [19], or perhaps by inclusion of higher orders 
ofg  2 in eq. (28). 
We now come to the SU(3) case, which is obvi- 
ously the physically most interesting one. In table 3 ,  
we display, for Nt3 = 3 and 4, the values ,2 of (L)  from 
ref. [3], together with the coupling K(g2), which is 
taken from the u,d form of ref. [19], and the result- 
ing energy density ratio eF/eF B. We note that here 
also the energy density very quickly approaches its 
asymptotic value - and again not because K and (L) 
separately do so, but rather because these densities, 
for each Nt3 , together provide an almost asymptotic 
energy density. In fig. 2 we display the temperature 
behaviour of the combined Na = 3 and 4 results. Here 
, l Eq. (26) should only be used in the quenched approxima- 
tion. For a discussion of this point see ref. [17]. 
,2 The values of(L) were obtained from the <L) 3 values of 
ref. [3] by taking the real third root of these values. 
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Fig. 1. High-temperature behaviour of the ratio eF/eF B according to eqs. (27) and (28) for SU(2) and N~ = 2 (full points), 
3 (triangles) and 4 (squares). 
we can, because of the large g2 values of the fermion 
coupling obtained in ref. [19], go to somewhat lower 
temperatures than in the SU(2) case. We note a sharp 
drop around T ~ 80 AL (~0.4 ol/2), which presum- 
ably corresponds to the onset of confinement. 
In fig. 3, we show the overall energy density e/T 4, 
obtained by combining our above results for e F with 
the pure Yang-Mills results of ref. [4]. We conclude 
that full quantum chromodynamics with fermions 
Table 3 
The same quantities as in table 2 for SU(3). The errors in 8K 
are due to the uncertainties in the determination f K(g 2) 
for 1/g 2 > 0.95 in ref. [19]. 
F F N# T/AL 8K <L) e /eSB 
3 80 1.536 0.31 0.374 
84 1.512 0.63 0.726 
89 1.496 0.73 0.815 
95 1.472 0.88 0.935 
100 1.456 0.96 0.988 
110 1.416-1.448 1.04 1.01 ± 0.03 
120 1.384-1.440 1.08 1.02 ± 0.07 
130 1.360-1.440 1.13 1.04 +- 0.10 
140 1.328-1.432 1.17 1.03 ± 0.12 
4 76 1.456 0.29 0.434 
84 1.416-1.448 0.60 0.84 ± 0.04 
90 1.384-1.440 0.64 0.85 -+ 0.07 
100 1.328-1.432 0.73 0.89 ± 0.13 
indeed appears to lead to the decorfmement behavi- 
our observed in the study of Yang-Mills systems 
alone [1 -4] .  
Finally, we want to look at a specific fermion 
aspect of the problem, chiral symmetry restoration. 
We have here used a formulation in which the fermi- 
ons on the lattice explicitly break chiral invariance, 
even in the case of a non-interacting system. The 
appropriate measure for chiral symmetry restoration 
in such a scheme should therefore be [22] (fff)SB -- 
(~b)  which vanishes if (~-t~) becomes equal to the 
result of an ideal gas of massless fermions. Using as 
above the leading term of the hopping parameter 
expansion, we obtain for the SU(3) system 
[ (~)SB - (~-ff)]/(~qJ)SB = 1 -- (8K)N0(L)/3, 
(29) 
= 1 - eF/esFB ,
ifNt3 ~< 3. The corresponding temperature behaviour 
(for N# --- 3), using eq. (26), is shown in fig. 4. From 
this we conclude that chiral symmetry is restored for 
Tch ~ 100 A L -~ 1.3 Tc, (30) 
i.e. at a slightly higher critical temperature than that 
for colour deconf'mement. Such a behaviour, Tch > To 
would necessarily arise here if colour deconfinement is 
a continuous phase transition. It has also been pro- 
posed in the context of more phenomenological con- 
siderations [23]. 
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Fig. 2. The ratio eF/eF B from eq. (27) versus temperature for SU(3) and N/3 = 3 (full points) and 4 (triangles). The errors on the 
points are those of table 3. 
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Fig. 3. The full energy density e divided by 74 for SU(3), (QCD), obtained by combining our results for e F and those for the pure 
Yang-MiUs system (YM) of ref. [4]. The dashed lines show the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann limits [eqs. (2) and (3)]. 
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Fig. 4. The ratio [< ~-@ )SB - ( ~-t~ )]/< ~-@ )SB versus temperature for SU(3) and .N~ = 3. 
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It is striking that already the lowest order of the 
hopping parameter expansion leads to such reasonable 
results. It certainly has to be studied to what extent 
higher-order terms will induce modifications - in par- 
ticular, whether the critical temperature Tc for colour 
deconfinement will remain unchanged after the intro- 
duction of virtual quark loops. Our conclusions about 
chiral symmetry restoration were obtained from a for- 
mulation with Wilson fermions; they should be veri- 
fied by using instead a formulation which already on 
the lattice has chiral invariance. 
Altogether the results obtained here show that the 
thermodynamic behaviour of QCD systems is obtain- 
able by lattice methods, and our results provide a first 
picture of this behaviour. 
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